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ABSTRACT

A metaphor can combine with another metaphor, or a metonymy with another metonymy, into a single meaning unit, thus giving rise to either a metaphorical or a metonymic amalgam. The combination of a metaphor and a metonymy, as discussed in Goossens (1990) and Ruiz de Mendoza and Diez (2002), gives rise to so-called “metaphtonymy”. Amalgams and metaphtonymy are cases of conceptual complexes. Several such complexes have been identified in previous studies (e.g. Ruiz de Mendoza and Diez 2002, Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal 2011). Here we revisit such studies and postulate the existence of metaphoric chains as an additional case of metaphoric complex in connection to the semantic analysis of phrasal verbs. Metaphoric chains, unlike amalgams (Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal 2011), do not involve integrating the conceptual structure of the combined metaphors. Instead, metaphoric chains involve a mapping sequence in which the target domain of a first metaphoric mapping constitutes the source domain of a subsequent metaphor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phrasal verbs can be studied from a constructional perspective as form-meaning pairings where form cues for meaning activation and meaning is non-compositional (Dirven 2001). Because of their formally fixed and (at least partially) non-compositional semantic nature, phrasal verbs can be considered a special category of idiomatic expression, and their analysis has consequently been regarded as subsidiary to that of idiomatic expressions (cf. Kuiper and Everaert 2004, Makkai 1972).

The Cognitive Linguistics approach to metaphor and metonymy provides an explanatorily elegant framework to account for much of the meaning underlying idiomatic interpretation (cf. Hampe 2000). In this framework, the point of departure is the assumption that the meaning of phrasal verbs is mostly non-arbitrary but largely predictable and therefore sensitive to the use of cognitive operations in their interpretation (cf. Galera-Masegosa 2010, Langlotz 2006). Kövecses and Szabó (1996)
offer an insightful contribution to the analysis of idiomatic expressions through metaphor. However, there are many cases in which idiomatic interpretation –including phrasal verb interpretation– often requires more complex analytical machinery than simply postulating single metaphors. For much idiomatic use, it may prove fruitful to study patterns of interaction involving metaphor and metonymy. These interactions were firstly addressed in Goossens’ (1990) pioneering work. More recent studies have provided more refined and systematic patterns of interaction between metaphor and metonymy (cf. Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez 2002). However, our corpus of analysis suggests that further developments are needed in order to fully account for the complexities of phrasal verb interpretation. We thus incorporate into our set of explanatory tools the following conceptual interaction phenomena involving metaphor and metonymy:

a. Metaphor-metonymy interaction patterns
b. Metonymic complexes
c. Metaphoric complexes: amalgams and chains

We argue that the phenomena in (b) are essentially lexical although they may also motivate some grammatical phenomena (e.g. categorial conversion of a noun into a verb). Only the phenomena in (a) and (c) can underlie idiomatic expressions: while those in (a) account for situational idiomatic expressions, the ones in (c) seem to be specific to the meaning make-up of phrasal verb constructions.

Within this framework, we aim to provide a detailed picture of the various conceptual interaction phenomena identified above. Section II revisits the most relevant approaches that regard metaphor and metonymy as conceptualizing mechanisms. In section III we account for the different ways in which metaphor and metonymy may interact with each other. We also identify several metonymy-metonymy and metaphor-metaphor combination patterns. We critically review existing accounts and make new proposals on the topic. In addition, we present metaphoric chains as a new way in which two metaphors may combine, which has proved to be essential in phrasal verb interpretation. In this pattern of interaction the target of a first metaphor constitutes the source of a new metaphoric mapping whose target domain reveals the overall meaning of the expression. Section IV summarizes the main findings of our study.
II. METAPHOR AND METONYMY REVISITED

II.1. Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT)

II.1.1. Earlier version

Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) was first proposed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and developed by Lakoff and a number of associates (e.g. Gibbs 1994, Gibbs et al. 1997, Kövecses 1990, 2000, 2002, 2005, Lakoff 1987, Lakoff and Johnson 1999, Lakoff and Turner 1989). Challenging traditional views of metaphor as an embellishing device mainly used within the realms of literature, CMT claims that metaphor is not primarily a matter of language but of cognition: people make use of some concepts to understand, talk and reason about others. In this context, metaphor is described as a “conceptual mapping” (a set of correspondences) from a source domain (traditional vehicle) to a target domain (traditional tenor). The source is usually less abstract (i.e. more accessible to sense perception) than the target.

At the first stages of development of CMT, some preliminary efforts were made to classify metaphors. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) put forward a division between ontological, structural, and orientational metaphor. A few years later, Lakoff and Turner (1989) added image metaphors and redefined ontological in terms of a folk model about nature called the Great Chain of Being, which specifies physical and behavioral attributes of human beings, animals, plants, natural objects, and artifacts. Here are some examples of well-known conceptual metaphors together with a specification of their main correspondences, as discussed in the Cognitive Linguistics literature:

LOVE IS A JOURNEY: lovers are travelers; the love relationship is a vehicle; lovers’ common goals are the destination; difficulties in the relationship are impediments to motion; etc. (e.g. But even without such problems, we often find ourselves spinning our wheels in dead-end relationships2).

ANGER IS HEAT: an angry person is a (generally pressurized) container that holds a hot substance (the anger) in its interior; the pressure of the substance on the container is the force of the emotion on the angry person; keeping the substance inside the container is controlling the anger; releasing the substance is the expression of anger; external signs of heat are external signs of anger (e.g. I find
that my blood starts to boil when a person complains about the state of the local economy and has two foreign cars in their driveway?\(^1\).

**THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS:** theories can be built, pulled down, demolished, buttressed, etc.; building tools are instruments to formulate a theory; building materials are elements in the theory (e.g. *Yet his longer addresses depended upon powerfully built paragraphs to construct rock-solid arguments*\(^4\)).

**ARGUMENT IS WAR:** we see arguing as engaging in battle, people arguing as enemies, arguments as weapons, and winning or losing as military victory or defeat respectively (e.g. *You're going to have to defend your theory rather than getting on the offensive*\(^5\)).

### II.1.2. Later version

In recent years, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) have argued for the integration of Christopher Johnson’s (1999) theory of conflation, Grady’s (1997) theory of primary metaphor, Narayanan’s (1997) neural theory of metaphor, and Fauconnier and Turner’s (1996, 2002) theory of conceptual blending. In Grady’s theory, complex metaphors (e.g. *LOVE IS A JOURNEY, THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS*) are made up of primary metaphors that develop through conflation (the experiential association of discrete conceptual domains). In this theory, journey metaphors are complex forms of the primary metaphor *PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS*, and *THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS* is the complex form of the more basic metaphors *ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL STRUCTURE* and *PERSISTING IS REMAINING ERECT*.

Ruiz de Mendoza and Pérez (2011) suggest that an account based on primary metaphors presents two main advantages. First, it has a stronger generalizing power. Thus, the multiplicity of “journey” metaphors (e.g. *LOVE/A BUSINESS/A CAREER/A TASK, ETC., IS A JOURNEY*) is better explained in terms of *PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS*. Consider, in this respect, the expression *This is getting nowhere*, in different contexts of use, such as a problematic business, excessively difficult schoolwork, a failing lab experiment, a couple in crisis, or a debate on a controversial topic, among many other possibilities. What these contexts have in common is the existence of goal-oriented activities, which are seen as steps taken to reach a destination. By accounting for *This is getting nowhere*...
on the basis of the primary metaphor PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS we avoid postulating specific metaphors for every possible target. Second, this more general account traces the source of metaphorical thinking back to the conflation of concepts arising from co-occurring events in experience. This gives metaphor theory pride of place within psychology and the brain sciences (cf. Grady and Johnson 2002). Thus, PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS is a primary metaphor that arises from our experience of going to places that we plan to reach. Other examples of primary metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson 1999) are AFFECTION IS WARMTH (based on feeling warm while being held affectionately; e.g. *I accepted the warmth of her kiss letting it carry me away*), UNDERSTANDING IS GRASPING (holding and touching an object allows us to get information about it; e.g. *He was very good at catching concepts*), and CHANGE IS motion (based on our correlation of certain locations with certain states, such as being cool in the shade, hot under the sun, and safe at home; e.g. *She went from sadness to joy as people shared her pain*).

II.2. Conceptual Metonymy

Metonymy is a cognitive process in which one conceptual entity, the vehicle, provides mental access to another conceptual entity, the target, within the same conceptual domain (Kövecses and Radden 1998: 39). Ruiz de Mendoza (2000) distinguishes two basic types of metonymy:

(a) Target-in-source (based on target-source inclusion): a whole domain, the *matrix domain*, stands for one of its subdomains (e.g. *She’s taking the pill*, where ‘pill’ stands for ‘contraceptive pill’);

(b) Source-in-target (based on source-target inclusion): a subdomain stands for its corresponding matrix domain. For example, the expression *All hands on deck* is a call for all sailors aboard a ship to take up their duties. In this context, “hands” stands for the sailors who do hard physical work on the ship in virtue of the hands playing an experientially prominent role in the domain of labor.

Traditionally accounts of metonymy have taken for granted that there is additional part-for-part relationship, according to which one subdomain within a domain can stand for another subdomain within the same domain. One purported example of this metonymy is RULER FOR ARMY (e.g. *Nixon bombed Hanoi; Napoleon lost at Waterloo; Hitler*...
invaded Poland). In this metonymy, the ruler and the army are subdomains of the domain of war. However, it may also be argued that the military forces under a ruler’s command are a subdomain of our knowledge about the ruler. Another purported case of part-for-part metonymy is provided by the domain of production, in which we have workers and companies as subdomains. For example, in the sentence *The company has decided to re-brand itself*, it is not the company but some its workers (probably members of a directive board) that have made the decision to give a new name to the company itself. The problem here is that the workers (the metonymic target) are themselves part of the company (the metonymic source), so this metaphor actually qualifies as an example of a target-source inclusion.

A well-known example of apparent “part-for-part” metonymy is CUSTOMER FOR ORDER. According to Taylor (1995: 123), in the sentence *The pork chop left without paying*, the notions of ‘pork chop’ and ‘customer’ are related to each other as parts of the restaurant cognitive model; that is, the two notions are subdomains of the ‘restaurant’ domain. On the face of it, this explanation of the customer-order relation is convincing. However, setting up one kind of relationship within a broader frame does not mean that there cannot be others. Note that, once placed, an order can be considered part (i.e. a subdomain) of what we know about a customer. For this reason, “the pork chop” in the example above does not stand for any customer but for ‘the customer that has ordered a pork chop’. A parallel example is supplied by the usual practice, in hospital contexts, of referring to patients by their medical conditions, the procedures performed on them or the bodily organ that is affected by disease (e.g. *the broken arm in the waiting room*, *the hysterectomy in room 2*, *the gallbladder in room 241*). There is no way in which we could argue that these are cases of “part-for-part” metonyms since a patient’s medical condition and his or her treatment are a subdomain of what we know about the patient.

The validity of the source-in-target/target-in-source division has received support from the field of metonymic anaphora (Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez 2004) and zone activation (Geeraerts and Peirsman 2011). Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez (2004) have noticed the existence of a correlation between (i) target-in-source metonymies and cases of metonymic anaphora where there is gender and number (i.e. grammatical) agreement between the anaphoric pronoun and its antecedent, and (ii) source-in-target metonymies and conceptual anaphora (where there is no such gender and number agreement). For
example, compare *The broken arm in the waiting room says he (*it) needs another painkiller urgently* (which instantiates the source-in-target metonymy MEDICAL CONDITION FOR PATIENT WITH MEDICAL CONDITION) and *Hitler invaded Poland and he (*it/they) paid for it* (which instantiates the target-in-source metonymy RULER FOR ARMY). In view of these examples, the source-in-target mapping calls for conceptual anaphora, while the target-in-source one requires grammatical anaphora. However, as amply shown in Ruiz de Mendoza (2000) and Ruiz de Mendoza and Diez (2004), this correlation is merely epiphenomenal. Research has shown that there are a number of principles that interact to account for all cases of metonymic anaphora, among which the most prominent is the *Domain Availability Principle* (DAP). This principle states that only the matrix (i.e. most encompassing) domain of a metonymic mapping is available for anaphoric reference. In the patient example, the patient, which is the metonymic target, is the matrix domain, whereas in the ruler example, the matrix domain is the metonymic source. Both matrix domains, the patient and the ruler, are the antecedents for the anaphoric operation. Stated in more simple terms, this simply means that metonymic anaphora is always conceptual. Interestingly enough, Geeraerts and Peirsman (2011) have found that source-in-target metonymies do not allow for zeugma, while target-in-source metonymies do. Zeugma is the possibility to assign to the same lexical expression two or more predications that carry different senses. For example, as Geeraerts and Peirsman (2011) observe, “red shirts” in *The red shirts won the match* stands for the football players wearing such an outfit as a salient part of their uniform. This is a source-in-target metonymy that cannot be used zeugmatically: *The red shirts won the match and had to be cleaned thoroughly*. By contrast, the sentence *The book is thick as well as boring* allows for zeugma based on two different senses of “book”: one, its central (non-metonymic) characterization as a physical object; the other, its non-central metonymic sense referring to the ‘contents of the book’. To us, this analysis additionally suggests that metonymy-based zeugma is also a conceptual phenomenon that combines matrix domain availability and consistency with the metonymic target. In the “red shirts” example, only the “players” domain is available for predication since it is both the matrix domain and the metonymic target. But in the “book” example, where the matrix domain is not a metonymic target, it is possible to set up predications
involving not only the matrix domain (which supplies the central sense) but also any target subdomain.

The solvency of the source-in-target/ target-in-source distinction, which involves disregarding the existence of “part-for-part” metonymies, is relevant for the ensuing analysis of interaction patterns, where only either of these two metonymic types plays a role.

III. METAPHOR AND METONYMY IN INTERACTION

III.1. Metaphtonymy

As we advanced in the introduction section, Goossens (1990) was the first scholar to enquire into the interaction between metaphor and metonymy. Note that Fauconnier and Turner’s (2002) blending theory, which is about conceptual integration, was originally postulated as a question of multiple mental space activation to account for metaphor, analogy and other cognitive phenomena. Metonymy was not explored in its interaction with metaphor but simply postulated as an optimality constraint (because of its associative nature) on the blending of mental spaces termed the Metonymy projection constraint: “When an element is projected from an input to the blend and a second element from that input is projected because of its metonymic link to the first, shorten the metonymic distance between them in the blend” (Turner and Fauconnier 2000: 139).

For instance, it is generally accepted that the connection between death and a priest’s cowl is large. However, in the representation of Death as a skeleton wearing a priestly cowl, the metonymic connection between the cowl and Death is direct and the two spaces can be straightforwardly integrated.

Let us now discuss the different types of metaphor-metonymy interaction or “metaphtonymy” initially put forward by Goossens (1990):

(i) Metaphor from metonymy, where an original metonymy develops into a metaphor (e.g. to beat one’s breast).

(ii) Metonymy within metaphor, as in to bite one’s tongue, where the tongue stands for a person’s ability to speak;
(iii) Demetonymization inside a metaphor, as in to pay lip service, where ‘lip service’, which stands for ‘speaking’, loses its metonymic import so that the expression makes sense;

(iv) Metaphor within metonymy, which occurs when a metaphor is used in order to add expressiveness to a metonymy, as in to be on one’s hind legs, where “hind” brings up the metaphor people are animals.

Even if we acknowledge the originality and elegance of Goossens’ work, some remarks need to be made. In the first place, we argue that cases of metaphor from metonymy are in fact cases of metonymic development of a metaphoric source. For example, beating one’s breast is a way of making an open show of sorrow; this scenario maps onto other situations where people show sorrow without actually beating their breasts. In the same way, biting one’s tongue, rather than a metonymy within a metaphoric framework, is part of a scenario in which someone bites his or her tongue to refrain from revealing a secret or otherwise speaking his or her mind. The expression thus stands for the complete scenario that can then be used as a metaphoric source for other situations where people refrain from speaking without actually biting their tongues. The interaction pattern is the same as the one for beat one’s breast. Evidently, both the breast and the tongue are chosen because of their saliency in the domains of emotions and speaking respectively. However, in the expressions under scrutiny neither of these body parts stands for such domains independently of the rest of the expression and their associated scenarios.

We also contend that in pay lip service the metaphor has the idea of ‘giving money in return for service’ in the source and of ‘supporting someone’ in the target (cf. That old style bulb has paid service to me for 5 years). Since “lip service” is ‘service with the lips’, where the lips stand for speaking through their salient instrumental role in such an action, “paying lip service” is resolved metaphorically as “supporting someone (just) by speaking” with the implication that service is not supported by facts. The metonymy is thus part of the metaphoric source (paying service with the lips maps onto promising support without the intention of actually giving it), so there is no loss of the metonymic quality of “lip”.

Finally, we claim that *to be on one’s hind legs* is not a metaphor within a metonymy, but again another case of metonymic development of a metaphoric source in preparation for it to be mapped onto its corresponding target. The source has a situation in which a horse rears up on its hind legs to attack another animal usually out of fear or in self-defense. The target has a person that defends his or her views emphatically, usually by standing up while gesturing aggressively with his or her hands and fists. The difference with other cases of metonymic development of a metaphoric source is in the linguistic cueing of the metaphorical scenario, which is based on the non-situational metonymic link between “hind legs” and “horse”, which initially activates the ontological metaphor people are animals. The activation of this metaphor facilitates the metonymic creation of the situational metaphor described above.

In sum, all examples of Goossens’s metaphononymy are essentially metonymic developments of a situational metaphoric source. However, there are other ways in which metaphor and metonymy interact. Basically, metonymy is subsidiary to—and thus part of—metaphor. Since there two basic metonymic schemas: part-for-whole (source-in-target) and whole-for-part (target-in-source), this yields four basic interactional patterns:

(i) Metonymic expansion of a metaphoric source
(ii) Metonymic reduction of a metaphoric source
(iii) Metonymic expansion of a metaphoric target
(iv) Metonymic reduction of a metaphoric target

These patterns, which were originally proposed and discussed in Ruiz de Mendoza (1997) and then in Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez (2002), have been productively applied in several recent case studies in the context of multimodality (cf. Hidalgo Downing and Kraljevic Mujic 2011, Urios-Aparisi 2009). Other conceptual interaction patterns involve combinations of metonymies (cf. Ruiz de Mendoza 2000, Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal 2007, Ruiz de Mendoza and Pérez 2001) and of metaphors (Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera-Masegosa, 2012Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal 2011). In what follows, we address each of these interaction patterns in turn.
III.2. Metaphor-metonymy interaction patterns

This section provides an overview of the patterns of conceptual interaction between metaphor and metonymy originally identified in Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez (2002).

(i) Metonymic expansion of metaphorical source. The metonymy provides a cognitively economical point of access to a complex scenario. Therefore, the metonymy has the function of developing the point-of-access subdomain to the extent required for the metaphor to be possible. Consider the following sentence: *He beat his breast and said, ‘God, have mercy on me, a sinner’*. Here, the breast-beating action in the metaphorical source domain is metonymically expanded onto a situation in which a person beats his breast in order to show his regret about his actions. The target domain of this metonymy is metaphorically mapped onto a situation in which the speaker regretfully shows his sorrow in order to avoid punishment or any other undesired consequences of his behavior.

(ii) Metonymic expansion of metaphorical target. The metaphorical source has the function of enhancing the meaning impact of a selected aspect of the target. The metonymy serves to obtain the full range of meaning implications to be derived from the metaphor. For example, the interpretation of the sentence *This would already make one knit his eyebrows in suspicion* requires setting up a metaphorical correspondence between a person that is knitting articles of clothing (for the source domain) and a person that puts his eyebrows tightly together (for the target domain). The result of this metaphorical mapping needs to be metonymically developed into a situation in which a person frowns as a sign of
anger. The metonymy that operates within the metaphoric target domain is SIGN FOR STATE.

![Diagram of To knit one’s eyebrows.]

(iii) Metonymic reduction of metaphoric source. The metonymic reduction is a consequence of highlighting the most relevant elements of the metaphoric source, which, in virtue of the mapping, bring our attention to the most relevant aspects of the target, which are seen from the perspective of their corresponding source elements. The sentence *To be the life and soul of the party calls for the right attitude and the right actions*\(^{11}\) calls for an analysis in which one of the aspects within the source domain (‘the person’) is straightforwardly mapped onto ‘the party’ in the target domain while ‘the life and soul’ needs to undergo two consecutive metonymic operations in ordered to be mapped onto ‘the most entertaining character of a party’ in the target domain.

![Diagram of The life and soul of the party.]

---

\(^{11}\)http://www.e-revistes.uji.es/languagevalue
A special case of metonymic expansion of the metaphoric source is that of paragons. E.g. Humboldt is the Shakespeare of travelers – as much superior in genius to other travelers as Shakespeare to other poets (cf. Brdar 2007: 111).

(iv) Metonymic reduction of metaphoric target. The reduction process allows us to see a target element not only in terms of its corresponding source element but also in terms of the matrix domain against which it is put in perspective. Consider the sentence Over the years, this girl won my heart\textsuperscript{12}. In this case, the ‘love’ scenario is conceptualized as the ‘winning’ scenario. Two straight-forward correspondences are set between ‘winning’ and ‘the winner’ in the source domain and ‘obtaining’ and ‘the lover’ in the target. However, once we mapped ‘the prize’ in the source domain onto ‘someone’s heart’ in the target, a metonymic reduction makes ‘someone’s heart’ to stand for ‘someone’s love’.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{diagram4}
\caption{Humboldt is the Shakespeare of travelers.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{diagram5}
\caption{Win someone’s heart.}
\end{figure}
The sentence *He gave me a kick* is also interpreted in terms of a metonymic expansion of the metaphoric target. Ruiz de Mendoza (2007) provides an elegant account for the meaning of this expression by postulating that the metonymy *CAUSE FOR EFFECT* operates within the target domain of the metaphor *ACTIONS ARE TRANSFERS OF POSSESSION*. In this metaphor, the receiver figuratively “possesses” (i.e. is affected by) the effects of being kicked. The effects are seen as if they were a possession (thus suggesting that the receiver’s experience of the effects is not momentaneous). This interpretation overrides Lakoff’s (1993) assumption that, since the receiver of the kick is not the possessor of the ‘transferred’ object, the possession element in the source domain is cancelled out.

III.3. Metonymic complexes

This section is devoted to the study of the different ways in which two or more metonymies may interact. Following the analysis in Ruiz de Mendoza (2000, 2007), we distinguish four patterns of metonymic interaction:

(i) Double domain reduction: *PLACE FOR INSTITUTION FOR PEOPLE*, as in *Wall Street is in panic*. 

![Figure 6. To give a kick](image-url)
This metonymy, which is an extension of PLACE FOR INSTITUTION (e.g. *Wall Street has always been part of our economy and always will be*), is used for economy purposes to identify the people that are associated with an institution that is in turn identified by the place in which it is known to be located. As a consequence of domain reduction both the institution and the people are given prominence (Croft (1993) has referred to such a process by the term “highlighting”, which involves giving primary status to a non-central subdomain of a cognitive model).

(ii) Double domain expansion: HEAD FOR LEADER FOR ACTION OF LEADING, as in *His sister heads the policy unit.*

---

**Figure 7.** PLACE FOR INSTITUTION FOR PEOPLE.

**Figure 8.** HEAD FOR LEADER FOR ACTION OF LEADING.
This metonymy underlies a category conversion process of the kind discussed in Ruiz de Mendoza and Pérez (2001). Note that “head” can ultimately stand for the action of leading because of its crucial instrumental role in such an action (the head is prominent in the domain of thinking, which is essential for leadership to be possible).

(iii) Domain reduction plus domain expansion: AUTHOR FOR WORK FOR MEDIUM, as in Shakespeare is on the top shelf.

![Figure 9. AUTHOR FOR WORK FOR MEDIUM.](image)

This metonymy is but an extension of AUTHOR FOR WORK (e.g. I love reading Shakespeare) where the focus of attention is the literary work, which is understood against the double background of its author and its medium of presentation (e.g. a book).

(iv) Domain expansion plus domain reduction: INSTRUMENT FOR ACTION FOR ABILITY TO PERFORM THE ACTION, as in He has too much lip.
A person’s lips are prominently instrumental in quickly (and thus deftly) speaking. This instrumental role is the starting point for the first metonymy in the complex. The second metonymy highlights the ‘ability’ element that is essential to understand the full meaning impact of the expression.

### III.3. Metaphoric complexes: amalgams and chains

*Metaphoric complexes* may or may not involve the integration of conceptual structure: *metaphoric amalgams* require the integration of selected aspects from the metaphors that play a role in the process, while in *metaphoric chains* there are two subsequent metaphoric mappings such that the target of the first mapping becomes the source of the second (cf. Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera-Masegosa 2012, Ruiz de Mendoza and Pérez 2011). Let us see each of them in turn.

#### III.3.1. Metaphoric amalgams

The notion of metaphoric amalgam was initially discussed in Ruiz de Mendoza (2008) – who simply referred to them as metaphoric complexes – but it has been subsequently developed in Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal (2011). This kind of metaphoric complex, unlike metaphoric chains, involves the integration of the conceptual material of the
metaphors that participate in the interaction process. Two types of metaphoric amalgam have been identified so far: single-source metaphoric amalgams and double-source metaphoric amalgams (cf. Ruiz de Mendoza 2007, Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal 2011). Let us see each of them in turn:

(i) Single-source metaphoric amalgams. These are metaphoric complexes in which the internal structure of one of the metaphors involved merges into the structure of the other. As a result, one of the metaphors becomes part of the source-target structure of another metaphor. An instance of single-source metaphoric amalgam can be found in the sentence She got the idea across to me, which involves two metaphors, IDEAS ARE (MOVING) OBJECTS and UNDERSTANDING AN IDEA IS PERCEPTUALLY EXPLORING AN OBJECT, where the latter is used to enrich the former. This is necessary in order to account for all the meaning implications of the expression since on the basis of IDEAS ARE (MOVING) OBJECTS alone we can only derive the implication that there has been an act of communication whereby the addressee has had access to an idea, but not that he has understood idea. This additional implication is provided by the second metaphor, as captured in Figure 11 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>TARGET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causer of motion</td>
<td>Communicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causing motion</td>
<td>Communicating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object of caused-motion (moving object)</td>
<td>Idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination of motion (receiver of the moving object)</td>
<td>Addressee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving the moving object</td>
<td>Having access to the idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptually exploring the object</td>
<td>Understanding the idea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. She got the idea across to me.

Consider another example of single-source metaphoric amalgam. In the sentence He traced my symptoms back to the cause of my disease, there are two metaphors that interact: A DISEASE IS A MOVING OBJECT and RETRACING A MOVING OBJECT IS EXPLAINING THE CAUSE OF A DISEASE. The metaphor A DISEASE IS A MOVING OBJECT allows the conceptualization of an illness as an object traveling along a path. The structure of this metaphor is developed through the integration of the second, which
specifies the conditions of motion, i.e. the moving object leaves a track that an external observer can retrace in order to identify the origin of motion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SOURCE</strong></th>
<th><strong>TARGET</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moving object</td>
<td>Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion of object</td>
<td>Progress of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of motion</td>
<td>Cause of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination of motion</td>
<td>Outcome of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer of motion of object (tracer)</td>
<td>Monitor of progress of disease (e.g. physician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traces left by moving object</td>
<td>Symptoms of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retracing a moving object</td>
<td>Explaining the cause of disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. *He traced my symptoms back to the cause of my disease.*

The same metaphoric interaction operates in the interpretation of *He beat me into silence*. The metaphor *A CHANGE OF STATE IS A CHANGE OF LOCATION* is made part of the architecture of the main metaphor, *AN EFFECTUAL ACTION IS CAUSED MOTION*. The subsidiary metaphor is activated as a requirement of the target domain, which contains a change of state specification (being silent).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SOURCE (CAUSED MOTION)</strong></th>
<th><strong>TARGET (EFFECTUAL ACTION)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causer of motion</td>
<td>Effector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object of motion</td>
<td>Effectee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source (change of location)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Target (change of state)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of motion</td>
<td>Initial state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination of motion</td>
<td>Resultant state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. *He beat me into silence.*

(ii) Double source metaphoric amalgams. In this case the participating metaphors are at the same level, that is, there is no main-subsidiary relation. The two metaphoric sources are mapped simultaneously onto the same target domain, as in the sentence *He beat silence into me*. The interpretation of this sentence calls for the interaction of the metaphors *ACQUIRING A PROPERTY IS CAUSED-MOTION* and *ACQUIRING A PROPERTY IS POSSESSING AN OBJECT*. These two metaphors intertwine in such a way that the effectee (*‘me’*) is conceptualized both as the destination of motion and the new possessor of a transferred object. In turn, the new property (*‘silence’*) is seen as a moving object that initially belonged to the causer of motion (the effector) and whose final destination is the effectee.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source → (caused motion)</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>← Source (possession)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causer of motion</td>
<td>Effector (‘he’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causing motion</td>
<td>Effecting (‘caused to acquire’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination of motion</td>
<td>Effectee (‘me’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New possessor of an object</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object of caused-motion (moving object)</td>
<td>New property (‘silence’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resultant state (‘acquiring the new property of silence’)</td>
<td>Gaining possession of an object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner of causing motion</td>
<td>Manner of effecting (‘beating’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14. *He beat silence into me.*

There are certain cases in which a metonymy is built into the target domain of a double-source metaphoric amalgam, as in *He burst into tears.* The interpretation of this phrasal verb involves the integration of two metaphors, namely *emotional damage is physical damage* and *emotional damage is motion.* Here, we conceptualize the process of experiencing emotional damage both in terms of suffering physical damage (‘bursting’) combined with motion (moving into a given place), which is used to indicate a change of state on the basis of the primary metaphor (cf. Grady 1997) *A change of state is a change of location.* The outcome of the process of bursting is mapped onto the symptoms of emotional damage, namely tears. Then, through the effect for cause metonymy the tears (the effect) are made to stand for the final state of emotional damage (the cause). Additionally, the initial state (in which the person has not suffered emotional damage) and the final state (in which the person has suffered emotional damage) are identified with the source and destination of motion respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source → (bursting)</th>
<th>Target (change of state)</th>
<th>← Source (change of location)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process of suffering physical damage (bursting)</td>
<td>Process of experiencing emotional damage</td>
<td>Motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial state (no emotional damage)</td>
<td>Source of motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken pieces</td>
<td>Final state (emotional damage)</td>
<td>Destination of motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symptoms of emotional damage (tears)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15. *He burst into tears.*
III.3.2. Metaphoric chains

As we advanced in the introduction section, a metaphoric chain is an interactional pattern between two metaphors in which the target domain of one metaphor becomes the source of a subsequent metaphor. Let us examine the interpretation of some phrasal verbs using this pattern of interaction. Consider the sentence [When] they broke away from our church, I stuck to my own\textsuperscript{14}. The source domain of the first metaphoric mapping is provided by the semantics of the phrasal verb break away: an object is broken into two or more pieces, and these pieces become separated from one another. This first metaphoric domain is mapped onto a target domain in which two people (or a person/some people and a given institution) become physically separated. The target domain constitutes the source of a second metaphor, whose target domain is the non-physical separation. The last metaphoric mapping is grounded in experiential conflation: the fact that two people or a person and an institution are no longer together (either in a relationship or in institutional terms) generally correlates with physical separation.

We also need the use of a metaphoric chain in the interpretation of the phrasal verb ‘break down’ as in the sentence When she died Papa broke down and cried\textsuperscript{15}. The source domain of the first metaphorical process arises from the combined semantic structure of the verb and the particle, that is, physical fragmentation (‘break’) and loss of functionality (‘down’). This conceptual material is mapped onto another domain in which there is no physical fragmentation, but there is an object that becomes dysfunctional (as in My car broke down). The implication of dysfunctionality in the first target domain maps onto a situation in which a person becomes emotionally distressed and therefore loses control over himself. This process is schematized as follows:
An object
becomes
dysfunctional

A person who is emotionally distressed loses control over himself

Figure 17. *When she died Papa broke down and cried.*

Our corpus of phrasal verbs has revealed that some of them may have different (although related) interpretations. This is the case of ‘give away’. The default interpretation of this phrasal verb is to give an object that one possesses to someone else for free, and not caring much about the future of the donated object (as in *She gave everything away, including her home*). The idea of getting rid of an object (or a number of them) is found in the source domain of the first metaphor, which is mapped onto the target domain in which someone gets rid of a person as if he/she were an object. This idea is then mapped onto a final target domain that contains the action of betraying a person. This last metaphoric mapping is conceptually reinforced by the negative feelings that a person would develop towards the person who would ‘give him away’ as if he/she actually were an object.

An alternative interpretation of this phrasal verb arises when the person given away is the bride in the context of a wedding. In this case, the bride is generally walked down the aisle (in order to be “given away”) by her father. This particular interpretation does not convey the idea that the initial possessor of the object donates it to whoever may take it, not caring about it anymore (which is the base for the negative feeling that gives rise to the ‘betraying’ interpretation). In the case of the bride, his father transfers the responsibility of taking care of her to the husband-to-be (e.g. *The father of the bride was*...
absent on duty with the Merchant Marine, so the bride was given away by his friend Harry Gibson of San Francisco\(^\text{18}\)).

Our last example shows that metaphoric chains may also interact with metonymy. Consider the sentence *Eventually someone got fed up with her behavior and called the cops*\(^\text{19}\). A first step in the interpretation of the phrasal verb *to be fed up with* is the application of the basic metaphors *FULL IS UP*, which is combined with the image-schema *THE HUMAN BODY IS A CONTAINER*. These two underlying metaphors allow us to map ‘to be fed up’ onto ‘to be filled to the top with food’. Then we need to metonymically expand this target domain onto a more complex situation in which a person cannot have more food or will get sick. This elaborated target domain constitutes the source of another metaphor whose target domain is a situation in which a person cannot stand someone else’s behavior (see figure 19 below).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 19. *Eventually someone got fed up with her behavior and called the cops.*

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

Phrasal verbs are idiomatic constructions consisting of fixed and variable parts where the fixed part can take a degree of variation that stems from the general ability of verbal structure to be fused into various argument structure constructions (e.g. *X breaks away with Y, X and Y break away*) and to take tense, aspect and other grammatical markers.

The conceptual make-up of phrasal verbs goes beyond the combination of verbal meaning (whether propositional or image schematic) and the image schematic meaning associated with the adverbial particle or the preposition. It may require the combination...
of two metaphors (which in turn may include cases of metonymic activation) either in the form of amalgams or chains.

Such combinations account for an essential part of the conventional implications derived from phrasal verbs. In turn, such implications are what renders the meaning of phrasal verbs, like the meaning of other idiomatic constructions, fundamentally non-compositional although largely predictable and calculable.

Notes
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